Website Unveiled with Valuable PhD Information
New website www.phdadmissions.info has launched with the promise to provide the
most up to date information about doctorate degree programs available. This website
that caters more to UK universities has opened its website up to students from all
around the world.
March 16, 2015 (FPRC) -- PhDadmissions is dedicated to bringing its users a detailed list of all the
doctorate degree programs that are available at the featured universities. PhDadmissions offers a
wealth of knowledge to students that are wishing to obtain higher education. The website is
designed so that each of the featured universities is awarded their own article and page. On the
universities page the website provides the user with a brief introduction to the university and then
provides a detailed list of the different PhD programs that are featured at that university. The
website then goes a step further and provides additional information such as admission
requirements as well as scholarship information for students from all around the world. This wealth
of knowledge is provided in an easy to read and easy to navigate format.
In addition to providing useful information about traditional doctorate degree programs the website
PhDadmissions branches out and covers valuable information about online PhD UK opportunities.
The recent trend in education is that more and more students are choosing to participate in online or
distance learning as opposed to traditional learning. This rise in participation has demanded a rise in
information regarding these programs. www.phdadmissions.info is dedicated to providing the most
up to date information about online PhD UK opportunities and the universities that provide these
prestigious programs.
About PhDadmissions
www.phdadmissions.info is a library of useful information that spans different universities and
provides information about distance and traditional PhD programs. PhDadmissions is closely related
to other familiar PhD sites such as OnlinePhDUK.
Contact Information
For more information contact David Long of Doctorate Degree Programs UK
(http://phdadmissions.info/)
02041336661
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